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Magnon wave function and impurity effects in S51 antiferromagnetic chains:
A large-n approach
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A large-n approximation to theS51 antiferromagnetic chain, using the symmetric tensor representation and
its conjugate, is developed to order 1/n in order to calculate the magnon wave function and to study the effect
of modifying the exchange coupling fromJ to J8 on a single link. It is shown that a magnon bound state exists
below the Haldane gap for arbitrarily small negativeJ82J but only above a certain critical value ofJ82J for
positive values. In the former case the binding energy vanishes as (J2J8)2. @S0163-1829~99!09005-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW

Many features ofS51 Heisenberg antiferromagnet
chains have been understood in considerable detail usi
combination of numerical techniques, approximate fi
theory methods and a model with bilinear plus biquadra
exchange for which the exact ground state is a simple
lence bond solid~VBS!.1 There is considerable interest in th
first excited state, the triplet magnon, separated from
ground state by the Haldane gap. However, this state is
known exactly even for the VBS model.

Investigations have been made of the Heisenberg m
with the exchange coupling,J, modified to a different value
J8, on a single link. It can be seen that a magnon bound s
exists, localized near the modified link, whose energy goe
zero in the limitJ8/J!1 or J8/J@1. However controversy
remains over whether this bound state continues to exis
uJ82Ju!J. The numerical results in Ref. 2 suggest tha
critical value ofJ82J is required, for either sign ofJ82J, in
order for the bound state to exist. On the other hand,
more detailed numerical analysis of Ref. 3 suggests that
is only true forJ8.J while for J8,J a magnon bound stat
exists for arbitrarily small values ofJ2J8. There is a well
known theorem of one dimensional quantum mechan
which states that an arbitrarily weak attractive potential p
duces a bound state.~For a general and rigorous version
this theorem see Ref. 4.! Since the magnon behaves in ma
ways like an ordinary stable massive particle, one might
pect that this theorem should be applicable to the modi
link problem, but this connection has not been establishe

The valence bond solid state was in fact encounte
earlier5 as the ground state of the bilinear exchange mode
a certain large-n limit. This is defined by placing the sym
metric 2-tensor representation of SU(n) on the even sites an
its conjugate representation on the odd sites. This is so
times referred to as a type of ‘‘fermionic’’ large-n limit be-
cause it arises in a model with 2 ‘‘colors’’ of fermions andn
‘‘flavors’’ with a projection onto color singlets on each si
with 2 particles on the even sites and 2 holes (n22 particles!
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~5!/3635~16!/$15.00
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on the odd sites. This must be distinguished from vario
other large-n limits including the fermionic case withn/2
fermion of each color on each site and the bosonic mo
with n bosons on even sites andn anti-bosons on odd sites
In Ref. 5 the model was solved only to leading order in 1n.
In this order, there remains a threefold ground state deg
eracy which is lifted in higher orders. The VBS ground sta
is degenerate, to leading order in 1/n, with the two fully
dimerized ground states.5 The Haldane gap ofO(1) was cal-
culated in Ref. 5 but a determination of the correspond
magnon wave function requires going to order 1/n, due to an
infinite degeneracy at lowest order.

The purpose of this paper is to develop this large-n ap-
proximation to next order in 1/n. We show that indeed the
VBS state is the actual large-n ground state, the dimerize
states having energy higher byO(1/n). @It was erroneously
claimed in Ref. 5 that this splitting only occurs atO(1/n2).#
We also solve for the magnon wave function in the largen
approximation. In this approximation it corresponds to a ty
of soliton-antisoliton bound state held together by a line
potential. Our results allow us to estimate the accuracy of
large-n approximation for the physical casen52. The results
are somewhat encouraging. In any event, this approxima
is useful because it qualitatively captures the essential p
ics. As an application, we show that the large-n approxima-
tion allows for a simple analytic treatment of the sing
modified link problem. We show that a bound state exists
arbitrarily small negativeJ82J but for positiveJ82J only
whenJ82J is greater than a critical value, in agreement w
Wang and Mallwitz3 with the binding energy vanishing a
(J2J8)2 in the J8,J case. This result follows essentiall
from the theorem of one-dimensional quantum mechan
that an arbitrarily weak attractive potential always produce
bound state. The simplicity and generality of the argum
suggests that it may remain true for alln.

For generaln, the states on even sites are labeled by a p
of symmetric SU(n) particle indices:

u i j &5u j i & ~1.1!
3635 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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3636 PRB 59ALISTAIR SAVAGE AND IAN AFFLECK
and on odd sites by a pair of symmetric hole indices:

u i j &5u j i &. ~1.2!

For all n>3 even and odd sites are inequivalent. Howev
in then52 case they are equivalent with the 3 states on e
link corresponding to the usualSz eigenstates:

u11&5u22&5uSz51& ,

u12&5u12&5uSz50& ,

u22&5u11&5uSz521&. ~1.3!

For the 2-site model the Hamiltonian acts as

Hu i j ,kl&52~1/n!@dk
i um j,ml&1d l

i um j,km&1dk
j u im,ml&

1d l
j u im,km&]. ~1.4!

For the casen52,

H5SW 1•SW 221. ~1.5!

Throughout this paper we use the Einstein summation c
vention for a pair of repeated indices one upper and
lower. All SU(n) singlet states for the chain can be writte
with all upper indices contracted with lower indices. Sta
with uncontracted upper and lower indices can be projec
into irreducible representations of SU(n) by the usual pro-
cesses of symmetrization and subtracting of traces.

For the 2-site model it is quite easy to see that the gro
state is the SU(n) singletu i j , i j & with energy22 in the large-
n limit. The factor of 1/n in Eq. ~1.4! is canceled byd i

i

5n. Now consider a chain of arbitrary length. We may re
resent an arbitrary SU(n) singlet state by drawing a line
~‘‘valence bond’’! between pairs of sites~one even and one
odd! representing each contracted pair of indices. In
large-n limit the energy of such a state is simply equal
~21! times the number of nearest neighbor valence bon
Hence there are three degenerate ground states in the lan
limit, each of which has one nearest neighbor valence b
per link, on average. Two of these states are the dimer
states with a pair of valence bonds between each even
and the odd site to its right~or left!. ~See Fig. 1.! The third
degenerate ground state is the valence bond solid state w
single valence bond between each neighboring pair of s
~See Fig. 1!. Only by going to higher order in 1/n will the
degeneracy between the dimerized and VBS ground state
lifted. We show in the next section that the VBS state is
true unique ground state onceO(1/n) corrections are in-
cluded.

In the large-n limit, the lowest excited state has one few
nearest neighbor bond and hence an excitation energy

FIG. 1. Candidate ground states.
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Assuming the VBS wave function at positive and negat
spatial infinity, we see that all such states correspond to c
figurations with a string of dimers between the VBS sta
and dangling bonds separating the VBS regions from
dimer regions.~See Fig. 4.! These dangling bonds corre
spond to solitons between the nearly degenerate VBS
dimer approximate ground states. Such states are labele
2 indices, one upper and one lower corresponding to the
dangling bonds, u i , j&. Subtracting the trace, u i , j&
2(d j

i /n)uk,k& gives a state in the adjoint representation
SU(n). In the n52 case this reduces to the spin-1~triplet!
representation. To lowest order in 1/n, all such soliton-
antisoliton (ss̄) states have the same excitation energy,11.
It is necessary to go toO(1/n) to split the degeneracy. Not
that, if the soliton and antisoliton are separated by a dista
x, then the energy will grow asx/n because there is a regio
of sizex which is in the ‘‘wrong’’ ~dimerized! ground state,
whose energy is higher by an amount ofO(1/n). Since the
kinetic energy for the soliton and antisoliton is alsoO(1/n),
it follows that the binding energy isO(1/n). We essentially
must solve a lattice version of the Schro¨dinger equation for a
particle in a linear potential. In general this will give sever
soliton-antisoliton bound states, each corresponding to an
joint representation magnon. The number of stable bo
states grows with increasingn.

In the next section we study the translationally invaria
case, calculating the ground state and magnon state
O(1/n). In Sec. III we consider the single modified link. A
preliminary version of Sec. II appeared in Ref. 6.

II. GROUND STATE AND MAGNON STATES

A. Ground state

We label the candidate ground states as follows:

u0&5u . . . i 1i 2, i 2i 3
, i 3i 4, i 4i 5

. . . &,

uEO&5u . . . i 1i 2, i 1i 2
, i 3i 4, i 3i 4

. . . &,

uOE&5u . . . i 1i 2, i 3i 4
, i 3i 4, i 5i 6

. . . &. ~2.1!

Thus theuEO& and uOE& states are related by a transl
tion of one site.uEO& is the state in which the double bond
have even sites on the left and odd sites on the right and
versa for uOE& ~see Fig. 1!. We expect the energy of th
nonsymmetric states to be identical and that of the symme
state to be different~since no symmetry connects it to th
nonsymmetric states!. Note that all three states have on
bond per link on average. We now show that the VBS st
u0& is the true ground state for largen.

We wish to calculate the energy of the symmetric grou
state including the first order correction. This is

E0
~1!5^0uHu0&/^0u0&. ~2.2!

Now, we first consider the action of the Hamiltonian on ju
two sites of the symmetric ground state. That is, we calcu
Hr u0& whereHr is defined to be the term inH acting on sites
r andr 11. We consider only the two sites on whichHr acts.
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Hr u i 1i 2
, i 2i 3&52~1/n!@d i 1

i 2umi2
,mi3&1d i 2

i 2u i 1m ,mi3&1d i 1

i 3umi2
, i 2m&

1d i 2

i 3u i 1m , i 2m&]

52~1/n!@ umi1
,mi3&1nu i 1m ,mi3&1d i 1

i 3umi2
, i 2m&

1u i 1m , i 3m&]. ~2.3!

Renaming indices yields

Hr u i 1i 2
, i 2i 3&52~112/n!u i 1i 2

, i 2i 3&2~1/n!d i 1

i 3umi2
, i 2m&.

~2.4!

The first term is simply a multiple of the original state. Th
second term consists of a double bond and a delta func
This delta function serves to contract the two sites on eit
side of the two sites considered here thus producing aub r 21&
state~see Fig. 2!. Thus the action of the Hamiltonian on th
entire symmetric ground state (L sites! is

Hu0&52L~112/n!u0&2~1/n!(
r

ub r&. ~2.5!

If we assume that the statesu0& and ub r& are orthogonal,

^0uHu0&52L~112/n!^0u0&. ~2.6!

And so

^0uHu0&/^0u0&52L~112/n!. ~2.7!

In fact, the statesu0& and ub r& are not orthogonal. However
their overlap~divided by ^0u0&) is order 1/n ~see Appendix
A! and thus the effect of the nonorthogonality is order 1/n2.

We now consider the nonsymmetric ground state.
above, we wish to calculate

EEO
~1!5^EOuHuEO&/^EOuEO& ~2.8!

which is the energy of the nonsymmetric ground state incl
ing the first order correction. Now, in this case we need
consider the action of the Hamiltonian on two inequivale
types of pairs of sites, those possessing a double bond
tween each other and those not. For a chain ofL sites, there
areL/2 of each type~assumingL is even!.

First considerHr with r even. ThenHr acts on a pair of
sites possessing a double bond between each other. We
only consider the two sites on which the Hamiltonian act

Hr u i 1i 2
, i 1i 2&52~1/n!@d i 1

i 1umi2
,mi2&1d i 2

i 1u i 1m ,mi2&1d i 1

i 2umi2
, i 1m&

1d i 2

i 2u i 1m , i 1m&]

52~1/n!@numi2
,mi2&1u i 1m ,mi1&1umi1

, i 1m&

1nu i 1m , i 1m&]. ~2.9!

FIG. 2. b state.
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We see that all of the states in the above expression
simply the original state with a change of dummy variabl
Therefore,

Hr u i 1i 2
, i 1i 2&522~111/n!u i 1i 2

, i 1i 2&. ~2.10!

Now considerHr with r odd. ThenHr acts on a pair of sites
not possessing a double bond between each other. Again
only consider the two sites on which the Hamiltonian ac
Remembering that the indices of the leftmost site are c
tracted to the left and those of the rightmost site are c
tracted to the right,

Hr u i 1i 2
, i 3i 4&52~1/n!@d i 1

i 3umi2
,mi4&1d i 2

i 3u i 1m ,mi4&1d i 1

i 4umi2
, i 3m&

1d i 2

i 4u i 1m , i 3m&]. ~2.11!

In each of the states in the above expression, there exis
single bond between the two sites considered~that is, sitesr
and r 11), a single bond between sitesr 21 andr resulting
from one of the original dummy indices on siter remaining
and a single bond between sitesr 11 and r 12 resulting
from one of the original dummy indices on siter 11 remain-
ing. Also, in each case, the delta function serves to cont
the indices on sitesr 21 and r 12. Thus, the action of the
Hamiltonian on the stateuEO& is

HuEO&52L~111/n!uEO&2~4/n!(
r

ua2r&, ~2.12!

whereua r& is defined in Fig. 3.
If we assume the statesuEO& and ua2r& are orthogonal,

^EOuHuEO&52L~111/n!^EOuEO&. ~2.13!

And so

^EOuHuEO&/^EOuEO&52L~111/n!. ~2.14!

In fact, the statesuEO& and ua r& are not orthogonal. How-
ever, their overlap~divided by ^EOuEO& is order 1/n ~see
Appendix A! and thus the effect of the nonorthogonality
order 1/n2. Therefore, the above result holds to order 1/n.

Comparing the values found in Eqs.~2.7! and ~2.14! we
see that the symmetric ground state is the true ground s
~having the lower energy! which agrees with known results
The energy difference per site is 1/n1O(1/n2).

Considering states of the form

uc1&5u0&1~a/L !(
r

ub r&,

uc2&5uEO&1@b/~2L !#(
r

ua2r& ~2.15!

and calculating the ground state energies variationally p
duces the same results as those found above toO(1/n) ~see
Appendix B!. Extrapolating the large-n approximation ton
52, and taking into account the shift of the Hamiltonian

FIG. 3. a state.
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FIG. 4. Soliton-antisoliton state. Note that an uncontracted upper index is represented by an upwards facing free link while a
tracted lower index is represented by a downwards facing free link.
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a constant noted in Eq.~1.5!, the estimates of the groun
state per site to 0th and 1st order in 1/n are 0 and21,
respectively. The numerical result forn52 is 21.401485.8

Thus we see that the inclusion of the terms of first order
1/n brings us closer to the numerical result.

B. The first excited states

Since our Hamiltonian counts the number of near
neighbor bonds to leading order in 1/n, the excited states
consist of an uncontracted lower index at some site and
uncontracted upper index at some other site~that is, they
have one fewer nearest neighbor bond!. These uncontracted
indices can be thought of as solitons/antisolitons interpo
ing between two ‘‘ground states.’’ We label such sites as
Fig. 4.

Note thatr labels the uncontracted upper index ands la-
bels the uncontracted lower index. We will assume that
indices on sitesr ands are different to eliminate mixing with
the singlet states~in which the indices on sitesr and s are
contracted!. Thus these states transform under the adjo
representation of SU~n!, reducing to spin 1 in the SU~2! case.
We define

x[r 2s. ~2.16!

Note thatr must be even ands must be odd implying thatx
is odd. Since the energy of the nonsymmetric state is hig
than that of the symmetric state by 1/n„1O(1/n2)…, we ex-
pect the soliton-antisoliton pair to experience a linear~in x)
confining potential like that encountered in quark confin
ment.

Let us first considerHur ,s̃& for us2r u.1. We need only
consider the effects ofHr 21 ,Hr ,Hs21 ,Hs . The effects of
the terms in the Hamiltonian acting on the other links ha
already been calculated.

We will first consider the effect ofHr 21 . We let i 1 be the
index contracted between the sitesr 22 and r 21, i 2 the
index contracted between sitesr 21 and r, and i 3 the free
index on siter. Now,

Hr 21u i 1i 2
, i 2i 3&52~1/n!@d i 1

i 2umi2
,mi3&1d i 2

i 2u i 1m ,mi3&

1d i 1

i 3umi2
, i 2m&1d i 2

i 3u i 1m , i 2m&]

52~1/n!@ umi1
,mi3&1nu i 1m ,mi3&

1d i 1

i 3umi2
, i 2m&1u i 1m , i 3m&]

52~1/n!@~n12!umi1
,mi3&1d i 1

i 3umi2
, i 2m&].

~2.17!

We recognize the first term as a constant times the orig
state ~with i 2 renamedm). The second term represents
double bond between statesr 21 andr while the delta func-
tion serves to create a free index~equal to the free index in
n

t

n

t-
n

e

t
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-

e

al

the original state! on siter 22. Thus, from this second term
we obtain the stateur 22,s̃&. And so,

Hr 21ur ,s̃&52~112/n!ur ,s̃&2~1/n!ur 22,s̃&. ~2.18!

We now consider the effect ofHr . Using the same indices a
above and lettingi 4 and i 5 be the indices representing th
double bond between sitesr 11 andr 12, we calculate

Hr u i 2i 3, i 4i 5
&52~1/n!@d i 2

i 4umi3,mi5
&1d i 3

i 4u i 2m,mi5
&1d i 2

i 5umi3, i 4m&

1d i 3

i 5u i 2m, i 4m&]. ~2.19!

Now, in the second and fourth terms above, the indexi 2 will
contract to the left creating a bond, the indexm represents a
bond between sitesr andr 11, the indicesi 5 and i 4 ~respec-
tively! produce a bond between sitesr 11 andr 12, and the
delta function serves to move the soliton~same free index! to
site r 12. Thus from these terms, we obtain the sta
ur 12,s̃&. In the first and third terms above, the soliton~rep-
resented by the free indexi 3) remains on siter, the indexm
represents a bond between sitesr andr 11, and the indicesi 5
and i 4 ~respectively! produce a bond between sitesr 21 and
r 12. Thus, in effect, we have replaced the bond betwe
sitesr 21 andr and one of the bonds between sitesr 11 and
r 12 with one bond between sitesr and r 11 and one be-
tween sitesr 21 andr 12. Thus, we have reduced the num
ber of nearest neighbor bonds by one. This increases
energy by order 1. Therefore, we ignore these terms in
analysis. So,

Hr ur ,s̃&52~2/n!ur 12,s̃&. ~2.20!

By symmetry,

Hsur ,s̃&52~112/n!ur ,s̃&2~1/n!ur ,s12̃&,

Hs21ur ,s̃&52~2/n!ur ,s22̃&. ~2.21!

Therefore, neglecting terms with energy higher by an amo
of order 1,

Hus, r̃ &52@~L21!~112/n!2~ uxu21!/n#ur ,s̃&

2~2/n!~ ur 12,s̃&1ur ,s22̃&)2~1/n!~ ur 22,s̃&

1ur ,s12̃&) ~ for ur 2su.1!. ~2.22!

We now consider the action of the Hamiltonian on t
stateur ,r 11̃& ~that is, forx51). The action onur ,r 21̃&(x
521) will follow by symmetry. We only need to calculat
the effect ofHr ; the rest are known. Assume the indexi 1 is
contracted to the left,i 4 is contracted to the right, andi 2 ,i 3
are free and consider
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Hr u i 1i 2
, i 3i 4&52~1/n!@d i 1

i 3umi2
,mi4&1d i 2

i 3u i 1m ,mi4&1d i 1

i 4umi2
, i 3m&

1d i 2

i 4u i 1m , i 3m&]. ~2.23!

Now, the first term results in the stateur ,r 21&. The second
term results in a delta function times the symmetric grou
state. The third term results in a state with a soliton on sitr,
an antisoliton on siter 11 and bonds between sitesr and r
11 as well asr 21 andr 12 ~this state has one fewer nea
est neighbor bonds!. The fourth term results in the stateur
12,r 11&. Thus, ignoring states with higher energy of ord
1 and assuming thati 2Þ i 3 ,

Hr ur ,r 11̃&52~1/n!~ ur ,r 21̃&1ur 12,r 11̃&) ~2.24!

and similarly

Hr ur ,r 21̃&52~1/n!~ ur 22,r 21̃&1ur ,r 11̃&).
~2.25!

At first glance, it seems as though our Hamiltonian
non-Hermitian. However, we can see that this is simply d
to the normalization of theur ,s̃& states. The normalization fo
sitesr 11 throughs21 is the same as that for anuEO& state
of length uxu21. We see from Appendix A that this norma
ization is@2n(n11)# (uxu21)/2. The normalization for the res
of the sites is the same as that for anu0& state of lengthL
2uxu11 ~whereL is the total number of sites in the sta
ur ,s&). It is shown in Appendix A that this normalization i
„(n11)L2uxu1121…/n. Thus the total normalization is

^r ,s̃ur ,s̃&5@2n~n11!#~ uxu21!/2@„~n11!L2uxu1121…/n#.
~2.26!

In the largeL and largen limits ~takingL large first as usual!,
this reduces to 2(uxu21)/2nL21. Thus we define the ‘‘prop-
erly’’ normalized states

ur ,s&522~ uxu21!/4n~12L !/2ur ,s̃&. ~2.27!

With this normalization, the Hamiltonian becomes

„H1~L21!~112/n!…ur ,s&

5@~ uxu21!/n#ur ,s&2~A2/n!~ ur 12,s&1ur ,s22&

1ur 22,s&1ur ,s12&) for uxu.1,

„H1~L21!~112/n!…ur ,r 11&

52~1/n!~ ur ,r 21&1ur 12,r 11&),

„H1~L21!~112/n!…ur ,r 21&

52~1/n!~ ur 22,r 21&1ur ,r 11&). ~2.28!

Now, we expect the first excited states to be translati
ally invariant. Therefore we define the translationally inva
ant states

ux&5~1/A2L !(
r

u2r ,2r 1x&, ~2.29!

where the multiplicative constant ensures that^xux&51.
~This follows from the normalization ofur ,s& since it is
d

r

e

-
-

shown in Appendix C that̂r 8,s8̃ur ,s̃& is of ordernL22 or
smaller if r 8Þr and/ors8Þs.)

Therefore, foruxu.1,

„H1~L21!~112/n!…ux&

5„H1~L21!~112/n!…F ~1/A2L !(
r

U2r ,2r 1xL
5~1/A2L !(

r
@„~ uxu21!/n…u2r ,2r 1x&

2~A2/n!~ u2r 12,2r 1x&1u2r ,2r 1x22&

1u2r 22,2r 1x&1u2r ,2r 1x12&)]

5@~ uxu21!/n#ux&2~2A2/n!~ ux22&1ux12&). ~2.30!

And for x561

„H1~L21!~112/n!…u1&52~2/n!u21&2~2A2/n!u3&,

„H1~L21!~112/n!…u21&52~2/n!u1&2~2A2/n!u23&.
~2.31!

Although the assumption will prove to be a poor one
future calculations, if we assume that our wave function v
ies slowly, we can change our Hamiltonian into continuo
form by Taylor expanding the states involved to obtain

ux62&'ux&62~d/dx!ux&12~d2/dx2!ux&. ~2.32!

Therefore,

ux12&1ux22&'2ux&14~d2/dx2!ux&1••• . ~2.33!

Making this substitution into the expression for our Ham
tonian and ignoring the fact that the action of the Ham
tonian is slightly different forx561 than it is foruxu.1,

H52@~L21!~112/n!24A2/n#1~ uxu21!/n

2~8A2/n!d2/dx2. ~2.34!

This is the Hamiltonian for a particle in a linear potenti
with x corresponding to the difference coordinate of t
soliton-antisoliton pair. Thus, in this approximation, th
soliton-antisoliton pair experiences a linear confinement
tential similar to that encountered in quark confinement
the pair becomes too separated, it splits into two pairs m
like the quark-antiquark pair comprising a meson~this will
be discussed in more detail later!. The exact Hamiltonian~in
the large-n limit ! is of this form but the kinetic energy term
is not equal top2 as the above approximation would sugge

We now define a general state

uc&5 (
x odd

c~x!ux&. ~2.35!

We then seek the lowest energy eigenstate of this form. T
will be the first excited state. Thus, we wish to find the fun
tion c(x), defined on the odd integers such that
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„H2~E01112/n!…uc&5dEuc&

⇒ (
x odd

c~x!„H2~E01112/n!…ux&5dE (
x odd

c~x!ux&,

~2.36!

whereE052L(112/n) is the ground state energy. Thus

2~2/n!@c~21!u1&1c~1!u21&] 2~2A2/n!@c~1!u3&

1c~21!u23&] 1 (
x odd,uxu.1

c~x!@„~ uxu21!/n…ux&

2~2A2/n!~ ux12&1ux22&)]

5dE (
x odd

c~x!ux&. ~2.37!

We now take the overlap of both sides with the state^x8u.
We have from the calculations of Appendix C that the ov
lap ^x8ux& is ordernL21 if x85x and is of smaller order inn
if x8Þx. Thus, from the overlap withu1& we obtain, to order
1/n,

2~2/n!c~21!2~2A2/n!c~3!5dEc~1!⇒c~3!

52„2c~21!1ndEc~1!…/~2A2!. ~2.38!

And for uxu.1 we obtain, to order 1/n,

2~2A2/n!@c~x22!1c~x12!#1„~ uxu21!/n…c~x!

5dEc~x!⇒c~x12!

5@~ uxu2ndE21!/~2A2!#c~x!2c~x22!. ~2.39!

Now, since the Hamiltonian is an even function ofx, we
expectc(x) to be either an even or an odd function ofx. We
can easily prove that the first excited state is even by a c
tradiction argument inspired by Feynman. Assume that
first excited state is odd@that is,c(x) is an odd function of
x#. Now define

g~x!52c~x!, x,0

5c~x!, x.0 ~2.40!

which is obviously an even function ofx. Now, the two
states defined by these functions obviously have the s
normalization. Thus, we can ignore this normalization wh
comparing the energies of the two states. The energy of
stateuc& relative toE01112/n is

Ec52~4/n!c~21!c~1!1 (
x odd,uxu.1

@„~ uxu21!/n…c~x!2

2~2A2/n!„c~x!c~x22!1c~x!c~x12!…#

5~4/n!c~1!212 (
x odd,x.1

@„~ uxu21!/n…c~x!2

2~2A2/n!„c~x!c~x22!1c~x!c~x12!…# ~2.41!

while the energy of the state defined byg(x) is
-

n-
e

e
n
he

Eg52~4/n!g~21!g~1!1 (
x odd,uxu.1

@„~ uxu21!/n…g~x!2

2~2A2/n!„g~x!g~x22!1g~x!g~x12!…#

52~4/n!c~1!212 (
x odd,x.1

@„~ uxu21!/n…c~x!2

2~2A2/n!„c~x!c~x22!1c~x!c~x12!…#

5Ec2~8/n!c~1!2. ~2.42!

Thus the function defined byg(x) has a lower@or equal if
c(1)50# energy than the stateuc&. This contradicts the
claim thatuc& is the first excited state. Thus the first excite
state is an even function ofx.

Therefore, to find the first excited state, we can setc(1)
51 and need only determinec(x) for positivex. Sincec is
even,c(21)5c(1)51 and so Eq.~2.38! becomes

c~3!52~ndE12!/2A2. ~2.43!

Equation~2.43! gives c(3) in terms ofc(1)51 andndE.
Equation~2.39! is a recursion relation defining thec(x) for
x odd. Now, in order for the stateuc& to be normalizable, we
need the sum(z50

` c(2z11)2 to converge. We expect tha
this will only occur for discrete values ofndE. Thus, using
the above recursion relation, we plot the value of a par
sum of the above series for various values ofndE. This plot
is shown is Fig. 5.

We find that the first excited state hasndE'23.747~see
Fig. 6!. The wave function for this energy is shown in Fig.

Thus the energy gap of the first excited state to ordern
is

D5E12E05112/n1dE'112/n23.747/n5121.747/n.
~2.44!

Thus, forn52, D'0.1265. Numerically and experimentally
this value is found to be 0.41050.7 Since we obtainD51 to
leading order, andD'0.1265 to order 1/n it seems plausible
that were one to include higher orders, the calculated va
of D might approach 0.41050 in an oscillatory manner.

Using our numerical results to order 1/n we can also cal-
culate how many bound states exist. We assume that a
essary and sufficient condition for the stability of a giv
state is that it has less than twice the energy of the fi
excited state~otherwise, it would decay into two or mor
states of lower energy!. Thus, themth excited state will be
stable if and only if

112/n1~ndE!m /n,2~121.747/n!⇒~ndE!m,n25.494.
~2.45!

Now, we find that the second excited state is a parity o
state with (ndE)2'0.467. Thus, the second excited state
stable if and only if

0.467,n25.494⇒n.5.96. ~2.46!

Thus, forn52 there exists only one stable magnon in agr
ment withs model, numerical and experimental results.
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FIG. 5. Log of partial normalization sum versusndE. The log of the sum is plotted to allow the wide range to be displayed more cle
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III. SINGLE MODIFIED LINK

We now consider the case in which one of the links in o
chain has a coupling which may differ from that of the oth
links. In the following discussion, we will find it useful to
use the coordinates

x[s2r ,

y[s1r 21 ~3.1!

rather thanr ands to label our magnon states. The fact thar
must be even ands must be odd implies that eitherx54p
11,y54q or x54p13,y54q12 wherep and q are both
integers. Thus althoughx must be odd andy must be even,
not all combinations of oddx and eveny are allowed.

We define the coupling between sites 0 and 1 to beJ8 and
between all the other sites to beJ. As in the previous calcu-
r
r

lations, we will choose our units of energy so thatJ51. We
assume thatJ821 is O(1/n). This implies that the ground
state will remain unchanged to leading order in 1/n and that
its energy will be~to order 1/n)

E052~L1J821!~112/n!. ~3.2!

Note that this redefinition ofE0 corresponds with our earlie
definition in the caseJ851. We now defineH0 to be the
Hamiltonian without the modified link with the new gene
alizedE0 substituted for the old@that is, we defineH02E0
2(112/n) to be the right sides of Eq.~2.28!#.

We can write the true Hamiltonian~with the modified
link! asH0 plus terms correcting for the modified link. Tha
is, we can write the true HamiltonianH as

H5H01lHk1lV, ~3.3!
FIG. 6. A blow up of Fig. 5 near the first minimum.
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wherel512J85O(1/n) and

Hkur ,s&5~A2/n!ur 12,s& for r 50, sÞ1

5~A2/n!ur ,s22& for s51, rÞ0

5~1/n!@ ur 12,s&1ur ,s22&] for r 50, s51

50 otherwise,

Vur ,s&52~112/n!ur ,s&, for r<0, s>1

51~112/n!ur ,s&, for r>2, s<21

50 otherwise. ~3.4!

ThuslHk is a modified kinetic energy operator andlV is a
modified potential. Now, since we are considering the largn
limit, we can neglectHk and drop the 2/n term in V since
these are lower order inn. @Recall thatl is O(1/n).# Thus, if
we now change coordinates tox andy, Eq. ~3.4! becomes to
leading order in 1/n

Hkux,y&50,

Vux,y&52ux,y&, for x>1, uyu<x21

51ux,y&, for x<23, uyu<2~x13!

50 otherwise. ~3.5!

Thus, the modified link not only breaks translational sy
metry, it also breaks parity symmetry~reflection about a site!
sinceV is not symmetric with respect to parity. Our potent
arises from the fact we have defined our energy such
zero energy corresponds to the modified link being outs
the soliton-antisoliton pair where there is a single bond
tween neighboring sites. If the modified link is instead b
tween the soliton and the antisoliton, it is either between t
sites not bonded together~in this case,V521) or between
two sites with a double bond~in this caseV511). We see
from Eq.~3.5! and Fig. 8 that if the modified link is betwee
the soliton and antisoliton~that is,V is nonzero! then, it must
lie between two sites not bonded together ifx>1 and on a
double bond ifx<23.

FIG. 7. Ground state wave function. Since the wave function
even, it is only plotted for positivex. Note that the wave function
starts to diverge at aboutx519. This is due to the fact that th
eigenvalue found is merely a numerical approximation to the t
eigenvalue.
-

l
at
e
-
-
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Our goal is to determine the nature of possible bou
states of the Hamiltonian given above. Let us define

uc0&5 (
allowed x,y

c0~x!ux,y& ~3.6!

to be the translationally invariant state we found in the c
of the unmodified Hamiltonian, normalized so that

(
x odd

c0~x!251. ~3.7!

We see that in the limit of largeL ~recall L is the length of
our chain!, uc0& has energyE01D ~note the change in the
definition of E0 here! since the state is spread along t
entire length of the chain~that is, it is independent ofy)
while the modified link occurs only between two sites a
thus its effect becomes negligible. Therefore, we expect
an eigenstate of the modified Hamiltonian will be bou
~that is, be normalizable! if and only if it has energy less tha
E01D. Let uf& be such a bound eigenstate where

uf&5 (
allowed x,y

f~x,y!ux,y&. ~3.8!

Sinceuf& is a bound state, we know that^fuf&,`. Thus,
the energy of the stateuf& is

Ef5^fuH0uf&/^fuf&1l^fuVuf&/^fuf&

>E01D1l^fuVuf&/^fuf&, ~3.9!

where the inequality is due to the fact that, by definition,D is
the lowest energy eigenstate ofH02E0 ~and thereforeE0
1D is the lowest energy eigenstate ofH0). Now, we know
that f(x,y) must decay rapidly at largeuxu due to the linear
potential present in the Hamiltonian. We see from Eq.~3.5!
and Fig. 9 that for smallx, the potentialV is only non-zero
for small y. Since our perturbation is small~order l), we
expect that for smallx andy, f'c ~that is, the corrections
are orderl and thus can be ignored to leading order!. There-
fore Eq.~3.9! becomes, to leading order inl,

Ef>E01D1l^c0uVuc0&/^fuf&. ~3.10!

The fact thatc0(x) is independent ofy makes^c0uVuc0&
particularly easy to calculate. Sincec0(x) is an even func-
tion of x, both signs ofx are weighted evenly in the sum
^c0uVuc0&. Also, the fact thatc0(x) is independent ofy
means that the weighting is the same~for a given value of
uxu) no matter where the modified link is. Now, for a give
uxu, there is always one more link with no bond than with
double bond. This can be seen easily in Fig. 8. Thus, for e

FIG. 8. ~a! Typical configuration with r<0,s>1(⇒x>1).
There is no bond on the modified link 01.~b! Typical configuration
with r>2,s<21(⇒x<21). There is a double bond on the mod
fied link 01.
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FIG. 9. Modified potentialV. An open circle denotes a coordinate at whichV has the value11 and a closed circle denotes a coordina
at whichV has the value21.
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uxu, the sum over1x and 2x and the respective allowe
values ofy in ^c0uVuc0& equals21 sinceV takes on the
value21 one more time than it takes on the value11. Thus,

^c0uVuc0&52 (
x>1 odd

c0~x!2521/2 ~3.11!

since this sum is equal to half the normalization sum in E
~3.7!. Therefore,

Ef>E01D2l/~2^fuf&!. ~3.12!

Since^fuf&.0, if l,0 thenEf>E01D which is a con-
tradiction since this impliesuf& is not a bound state. Thus, i
the smalll limit, it is only possible for a bound state t
occur if l.0 ~that is, if J8,J). However, we do not ye
know that a bound statedoesexist in this case. To see this
we will use a variational argument.

We choose as our variational state the normalized w
function,

uc&5 (
allowed x,y

c~x,y!ux,y&

where c~x,y!5Ac0~x!e2euyu

and A→A4e as e→0. ~3.13!

To see how the normalization constantA ~chosen so tha
^cuc&51) was obtained, recall that eitherx54p11,y54q
or x54p13,y54q12 wherep andq are integers. Thus,
.

e

(
allowed y

~e2euyu!2

5(
qeZ

e28euqu52(
q50

`

e28eq21

52/~12e28e!215~11e28e!/~12e28e!'1/~4e!

or 52e24e (
q50

`

e28euqu52e24e/~12e28e!'1/~4e!

~3.14!

which gives us our normalization constant A in the smale
limit. We choose the trial wave function given above since
reduces to the translationally invariant wave function in t
limit e→0 ~we expecte→0 asl→0). We will minimize the
energy of this trial wave function with respect toe.

In terms of the coordinatesx and y and using the same
normalization for theux,y& states as was used for theur ,s&
states,H0 is given by

„H02~E01112/n!…ux,y&

5„~ uxu21!/n…ux,y&

2~A2/n!~ ux12,y12&1ux12,y22&

1ux22,y12&1ux22,y22&) for uxu.1,
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„H02~E01112/n!…u1,y&

52~A2/n!~ u3,y12&1u3,y22&)

2~1/n!~ u21,y12&1u21,y22&),

„H02~E01112/n!…u21,y&

52~A2/n!~ u23,y12&1u23,y22&)2~1/n!~ u1,y12&

1u1,y22&). ~3.15!

We would like to separateH0 into its x and y components.
One possible method for doing this would be to introdu
lattice derivatives. However, a problem arises when we
tempt this. We would like to add and subtract the statesux
12,y& and ux22,y& from the right hand side of Eq.~3.15!.
However, given that the stateux,y& exists, neither of the
statesux12,y& or ux22,y& can exist~this follows from the
permissible values ofx and y). However, the statesu2(x
12),y& and u2(x22),y& do exist. Although adding and
subtracting these states from the right hand side of Eq.~3.15!
may seem counterintuitive, the fact thatc(x,y) is an even
function of x allows us to effectively separateH0 into its x
and y components in this way. Thus, we rewrite theuxu.1
portion of Eq.~3.15! as

„H02~E01112/n!…ux,y&

5„~ uxu21!/n…ux,y&2~A2/n!~ ux12,y12&

1ux12,y22&22u2~x12!,y&1ux22,y12&

1ux22,y22&)22u2~x22!,y&)

2~2A2/n!„u2~x12!,y&1u2~x22!,y&

22ux,y&…2~4A2/n!ux,y&

5„~ uxu21!/n24A2/n…ux,y&2~A2/n!„Dyux12,y&

1Dyux22,y&…2~2A2/n!Dxux,y&, ~3.16!

where

Dxux,y&5u2~x12!,y&1u2~x22!,y&22ux,y&,

Dyux,y&5ux,y12&1ux,y22&22u2x,y& ~3.17!

are our lattice second derivative operators. Similarly,
e
t-

„H02~E01112/n!…u1,y&

52~A2/n!Dyu3,y&2~1/n!Dyu21,y&2~2A2/n!u23,y&

2~2/n!u1,y&,

„H02~E01112/n!…u21,y&

52~A2/n!Dyu23,y&2~1/n!Dyu1,y&2~2A2/n!u3,y&

2~2/n!u21,y&. ~3.18!

We can now roughly separateH0 into its x andy compo-
nents. DefineH0

y as the sum of the terms in Eqs.~3.16! and
~3.18! involving Dy and H0

x as the sum of the remainin
terms. Sincec0(x) is an even function ofx and is indepen-
dent of y, Dyuc0&50. ThusH0

yuc0&50 and soH0
x is pre-

cisely the Hamiltonian we encountered in the caseJ85J up
to a constant relating to the redefinition ofE0 .

We now calculate the expectation energy of our trial wa
function:

Ee5^cuHuc&

5E01D1^cuH0
yuc&1l^cuVuc&. ~3.19!

Now, althoughDy is defined as an operator on the sta
ux,y&, through a change of variables, we can treat it as
operator on the coefficientsc(x,y). For y.0 ~note thaty is
always even!,

Dyc~x,y!5A4ec0~x!@e2e~y12!1e2e~y22!22e2ey#

5c~x,y!@e22e1e2e22#

5c~x,y!@4e21O~e4!#, ~3.20!

where we have used the fact thatc0(x) is an even function.
Similarly, for y,0,

Dyc~x,y!5c~x,y!@4e21O~e4!#. ~3.21!

Now, for y50,

Dyc~x,0!5A4ec0~x!@2e22e22#

5c~x,0!@24e14e21O~e3!#. ~3.22!

Notice that the casey50 agrees with the caseyÞ0 in thee2

term. Therefore, dropping terms of ordere3 and higher and
using the fact thatc(x,y) is an even function ofx we see
that
^cuH0
yuc&52~A2/n!4e2 (

allowed uxu.1,y
@c~x,y!c„2~x22!,y…1c~x,y!c„2~x12!,y…#

2~A2/n!~24e! (
allowed uxu.1

@c~x,0!c„2~x22!,0…1c~x,0!c„2~x12!,0…#

24e2 (
allowedy

@~A2/n!c~1,y!c~23,y!1~1/n!c~1,y!c~1,y!#14e@~A2/n!c~1,0!c~23,0!

1~1/n!c~1,0!c~1,0!#

24e2 (
allowedy

@~A2/n!c~21,y!c~3,y!1~1/n!c~21,y!c~21,y!#. ~3.23!
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Now, we can use the fact thatc(2x,y)5c(x,y) to convert
sums over allx to ~two times! sums over positivex. Also, the
x561 cases missing in the first two sums above, are pre
in the third and fourth sums. Finally, in the second sum
Eq. ~3.23!, we must remember that only certain values ox
are allowed if y50. The allowed values are. . . ,27,
23,1,5,9, . . . . Thus, using the fact thatc0(x) is an even
function of x, we can convert a sum over these allowed v
ues into a sum over all odd positivex. Thus, we may sim-
plify the above expression to

^cuH0
yuc&52~A2/n!4e2F4 (

allowedx>1,y
c~x,y!c~x12,y!G

1~A2/n!~4e!F2 (
odd x>1

c~x,0!c~x12,0!G
2~1/n!4e2F2 (

allowed y
c~1,y!c~1,y!G

1~4e/n!c~1,0!c~1,0!. ~3.24!

Now, a factor ofe occurs from the normalization ofc which
is canceled when a sum overy is performed. Thus, all the
terms in the above end up beingO(e2). Thus, the above
becomes

^cuH0
yuc&52~A2/n!16e2 (

odd x>1
c0~x!c0~x12!

1~A2/n!8e (
odd x>1

4ec0~x!c0~x12!

2~8e2/n!c0~1!21~16e2/n!c0~1!2

5~e2/n!@16A2u18c0~1!2#, ~3.25!

where

u5 (
odd x>1

c0~x!c0~x12!.0. ~3.26!

It is shown in Appendix D thatc0 is everywhere positive
and so we knowu is positive.

We now consider the termV, using the same reasoning a
when we were calculatinĝfuVuf& @that is, for smallx, y
ande,c(x,y)'Ac0(x)#, we see that

^cuVuc&'A2^c0uVuc0&5~4e!~21/2!522e.
~3.27!

Therefore, the expectation energy of our trial wave fun
tion is

Ee5E01D18ke2/n22le,

where k52A2u1c0~1!2.0. ~3.28!

In order to minimize this quantity with respect toe, we set
dE/de50 to obtain

0516ke/n22l

⇒e5nl/~8k! ~3.29!
nt
f

-

-

which gives an energy of~to leading order inn)

Emin5E01D2nl2/~8k!,E01D. ~3.30!

Thus, we know that the true magnon state of the modifi
link Hamiltonian has an energy which is less thanE01D and
thus is bound. Note that our minimizing value ofe is positive
which is necessary for our trial wave function to be norm
izable. Numerically,u is calculated to be approximatel
0.279 and thusk is approximately 1.134. Therefore, forn
52 andl.0,

Emin'E01D20.221l2. ~3.31!

So far we have presented the wave function of Eq.~3.13!
as merely a variational one so that the energyEmin is just an
upper bound. However, we expect the variational wave fu
tion to become sufficiently accurate that the actual bou
state energy is given by Eq.~3.30! in the limit l→01. This
follows from the following observations. First of all,c(x,y)
is an exact eigenfunction in the translationally invariant ca
l50, for any e. Secondly, even forlÞ0, c(x,y) satifies
exactly the Schro¨dinger equation outside the dotted lines
Fig. 9. For any fixed value ofx and sufficiently smalll @and
hencee as determined by Eq.~3.29!# c(x,y) is nearly con-
stant as a function ofy between the dotted lines of Fig. 9
The true bound state wave function must also have this p
erty in order for̂ cuH0

yuc& to be small. Thus the actual valu
of the wave function in this region is not important as long
it is nearly constant and joins smoothly with the wave fun
tion outside the dotted lines, properties enjoyed byc(x,y).
At uxu@1, c(x,y) goes to 0 rapidly.@From the continuum
form of the Hamiltonian in Eq.~2.34! we may estimate
c0(x)}e2uxu3/2/(3323/4).# Again we expect the actual boun
state wave function to have this property soc(x,y) should
be a sufficient approximation in the largeuxu region. There-
fore we expectc(x,y) @with e given by Eq.~3.29!# to be a
good first approximation to the actual bound state wave fu
tion at smalll and the energy of Eq.~3.30! to be asymptoti-
cally correct. The situation is similar to the case of on
dimensional quantum mechanics with a weak potential,
single dimension corresponding toy. Despite the fact thatc
depends on 2 coordinatesx and y, the present problem is
rather different than the two-dimensional case with a sh
range potential due to the confiningx-dependent potential
Essentially,x acts as an internal degree of freedom of t
magnon whereasy represents its location. In particular, th
quadratic dependence of the binding energy on the stre
of the potential also occurs in the one-dimensional case.

Thus, if we assume thatEmin is not merely an upper
bound on the energy but actually a good approximation to
we can plot the energy as a function ofl5(J82J)/J. This
is done in Fig. 10. Note that the critical value ofl.0 at
which the energy becomes negative~implying the existence
of a bound state! has not been calculated and so no sign
cance should be attributed to the value indicated on the p
Also, the exact form of the energy dependence forl.0 is
unknown. In Fig. 10 it is plotted with the same quadra
dependence as in the casel,0. Based on our experience i
the previous section with extrapolating large-n results ton
52, we might expect the prefactor of 0.221 in Eq.~3.31! to
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only be accurate to within a factor of 2 or so. However, t
fact that the functional dependence is quadratic in (J82J) is
likely to be exact, since it is a general result for on
dimensional quantum systems, as emphasized above.
numerical results in Ref. 3 are probably consistent with q
dratic behavior at small negative (J82J) but with a smaller
prefactor.

Therefore, we have shown that in the case of a modi
link, in the limit J8→J, a bound state exists if and only
J8,J. This results from the fact that between the antisolit
and soliton there is one more pair of neighboring sites w
no bond between them than with a double bond.
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF OVERLAPS ARISING
IN DETERMINATION OF TRUE GROUND STATE

1. Calculation of Š0z0‹

For the symmetric ground state, we first consider just t
of the sites:

^ i 1i 2, i 2i 3
u j 1 j 2

, j 2 j 3&5~d j 1

i 1d j 2

i 21d j 2

i 1d j 1

i 2!~d i 2

j 2d i 3

j 31d i 3

j 2d i 2

j 3!

5~n12!d j 1

i 1d i 3

j 31d i 3

i 1d j 1

j 3. ~A1!

We then consider three sites:

^ i 1i 2, i 2i 3
, i 3i 4u j 1 j 2

, j 2 j 3, j 3 j 4
&

5~d j 1

i 1d j 2

i 21d j 2

i 1d j 1

i 2!~d i 2

j 2d i 3

j 31d i 3

j 2d i 2

j 3!~d j 3

i 3d j 4

i 41d j 4

i 3d j 3

i 4!

5@~n12!d j 1

i 1d i 3

j 31d i 3

i 1d j 1

j 3#~d j 3

i 3d j 4

i 41d j 4

i 3d j 3

i 4!

5@~n11!~n12!11#d j 1

i 1d j 4

i 41d j 4

i 1d j 1

i 4. ~A2!

FIG. 10. Emin versus (J82J)/J. The critical value ofJ8.J for
which the energy becomes negative has been assigned an arb
value. The form of the energy dependence forJ8 larger than this
critical value has been assumed to be the same as the depen
for J8,J.
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We see that this pattern will continue. That is, forL sites,
with L even, we obtain

^0u0&5aLd j 1

i 1d i L11

j L111d i L11

i 1 d j 1

j L11, ~A3!

whereaL is given by the recursion relation

aL115~n11!aL11. ~A4!

However, this is simply a geometric series:

a151,

a25~n11!11,

a35~n11!21~n11!11,

aL5 (
i 50

L21

~n11! i5@~n11!L21#/n. ~A5!

Thus for a finite chain ofL sites,

^0u0&5@„~n11!L21…/n#d j 1

i 1d i L11

j L111d i L11

i 1 d j 1

j L11. ~A6!

If we now wish to impose periodic boundary conditions, th
is equivalent to replacingi L11 by i 1 and j L11 by j 1 in the
above expression. Doing this, and contracting the indi
yields

^0u0&5@„~n11!L21…/n#n1n25~n11!L1n221.
~A7!

TakingL→` first, then largen, this may be approximated a

^0u0&5~n11!L. ~A8!

2. Calculation of ŠEOzEO‹

To calculate this matrix element, we can use the previ
result. Each double bond can be thought of as a two siteu0&
state with periodic boundary conditions. Thus, forL even

^EOuEO&5@~n11!21n221#L/25@2n~n11!#L/2.
~A9!

3. Calculation of Ša r za r‹

We again use our previous results to calculate this ma
element. The four sites which comprise the solito
antisoliton pair can be thought of as a four siteu0& state with
periodic boundary conditions while the remainder of theua r&
state is identical to theuEO& state. Thus, forL even

^a r ua r&5@~n11!41n221#@2n~n11!#~L24!/2.
~A10!

4. Calculation of Šb r zb r‹

The overlap ofub r& with itself consists of the overlap of a
two siteuEO& state~or equivalently a two siteu0& state! with
itself and an (L22) site u0& state with itself. Thus, forL
even

^b r ub r&52n~n11!@~n11!L221n221#. ~A11!

ary

nce
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FIG. 11. Double alpha state.
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5. Calculation of Š0zb r‹

We need only consider the four sites which comprise
soliton-antisoliton pair. The remainder of the matrix eleme
is identical to^0u0&:

^ i 1i 2, i 2i 3
, i 3i 4, i 4i 5

u j 1 j 2
, j 3 j 4, j 3 j 4

, j 2 j 5&

5~d j 1

i 1d j 2

i 21d j 2

i 1d j 1

i 2!~d i 2

j 3d i 3

j 41d i 3

j 3d i 2

j 4!~d j 3

i 3d j 4

i 41d j 4

i 3d j 3

i 4!

3~d i 4

j 2d i 5

j 51d i 5

j 2d i 4

j 5!

5~d j 1

i 1d j 2

j 3d i 3

j 41d j 1

i 1d i 3

j 3d j 2

j 41d j 2

i 1d j 1

j 3d i 3

j 41d j 2

i 1d i 3

j 3d j 1

j 4!

3~d j 3

i 3d j 4

j 2d i 5

j 51d j 3

i 3d i 5

j 2d j 4

j 51d j 4

i 3d j 3

j 2d i 5

j 51d j 4

i 3d i 5

j 2d j 3

j 5!

5~2n216n14!d j 1

i 1d i 5

j 512~n11!d i 5

i 1d j 1

j 5

52~n11!@~n12!d j 1

i 1d i 5

j 51d i 5

i 1d j 1

j 5#. ~A12!

We now note that this is precisely 2(n11) times the expres
sion we obtain from a two sitê0u0& aside from a renaming
of indices. Thus, since the remainingL24 sites of theub r&
state are identical to those for theu0& state

^0ub r&52~n11!@~n11!L221n221#'@2/~n11!#^0u0&.
~A13!

6. Calculation of ŠEOza r‹

As in the previous calculation, we need only consider
four sites which comprise the soliton-antisoliton pair. T
remainder of the matrix element is identical to^EOuEO&:

^ i 1i 2, i 1i 2
, i 3i 4, i 3i 4

u j 1 j 2
, j 2 j 3, j 3 j 4

, j 4 j 1&

5~d j 1

i 1d j 2

i 21d j 2

i 1d j 1

i 2!

3~d i 1

j 2d i 2

j 31d i 2

j 2d i 1

j 3!~d j 3

i 3d j 4

i 41d j 4

i 3d j 3

i 4!~d i 3

j 4d i 4

j 11d i 4

j 4d i 3

j 1!

5@~2n12!d j 1

j 3#@~2n12!d j 3

j 1#

54n~n11!2. ~A14!

Recall that for a four siteuEO& chain,

^EOuEO&54n2~n11!2. ~A15!

Thus, adding in the otherL24 sites, we obtain

^EOua r&5~1/n!^EOuEO&5~1/n!@2n~n11!#L/2

'~1/n!^EOuEO&. ~A16!
e
t

e

7. Calculation of Ša r zas‹ and ŠEOza ras‹ for zr 2sz>3

In this case, the two soliton-antisoliton pairs do not ov
lap. Thus, comparison with the calculation of^EOua r&
yields

^a r uas&5~1/n2!@2n~n11!#L/2'~1/n!2^EOuEO&.
~A17!

8. Calculation of Ša tza ras‹ for zr 2sz>3,zr 2tz>3,zs2tz>3

Here ua ras& is defined in the obvious way in Fig. 11. I
this case, none of the soliton-antisoliton pairs overlap. Th
comparison with the calculation of^EOua r& yields

^a tua ras&5~1/n3!@2n~n11!#L/2. ~A18!

9. Calculation of Šb r zbs‹ and Š0zb rbs‹ for zr 2sz>3

As in Sec. A 7, comparison with the calculation of^0ub r&
yields

^b r ubs&54~n11!2@~n11!L241n221#

'@2/~n11!#2^0u0&. ~A19!

10. Calculation of Šb tzb rbs‹ for zr 2sz>3,zr 2tz>3,zs2tz>3

Here ub rbs& is defined in the obvious way in Fig. 12
Comparison with the calculation of^0ub r& yields

^b tub rbs&58~n11!3@~n11!L261n221#. ~A20!

APPENDIX B: VARIATIONAL VERIFICATION
OF TRUE GROUND STATE

We consider states of the form

uc1&5u0&1aub&,

uc2&5uEO&1bua&, ~B1!

where

ub&[~1/L !(
r

ub r&,

ua&[@1/~2L !#(
r

ua2r&. ~B2!

We will see that variations in the parametersa andb do not
affect the energies of the states at order 1/n thus verifying
that the symmetric ground state is the true ground state~in
the largen limit !. Throughout this section, we will make th
assumption that for largeL, when the Hamiltonian acts on
FIG. 12. Double beta state.
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FIG. 13. Site and index labeling whent,u<r ,s.
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ua r& or ub r&, we can neglect the terms of the Hamiltonia
acting on the five sitesr 21 to r 13 since their effect is
suppressed by a factor ofL compared to the other sites~of
which there areL25).

For the symmetric ground state, we wish to calculate

E15^c1uHuc1&/^c1uc1&. ~B3!

We already knowHu0&. Now, for ur 2su.3,

Hsub r&52~112/n!ub r&2~1/n!ub rbs&, ~B4!

where ub rbs& is defined in Appendix A. Thus, using ou
largeL assumption,

Hub r&52L~112/n!ub r&2~1/n!(
s

ub rbs&. ~B5!

Thus we see that the normalization conditions@~A7!, ~A13!,
and ~A19!# and the action ofH are consistent with

ub&'@2/~n11!#u0&. ~B6!

Although this equation is not literally true, the variation
calculations give the same result as if it were true. Theref
uc1& just acts as a scalar multiple ofu0& and so

^c1uHuc1&/^c1uc1&5^0uHu0&/^0u0&52L~112/n!
~B7!

to first order in 1/n.
For the nonsymmetric ground state, we need to calcu

E25^c2uHuc2&/^c2uc2&. ~B8!

Calculations analogous to those for the symmetric yi
ground state demonstrate that the normalization condit
@~A9!, ~A16!, and~A17!# and the action ofH are consistent
with

ua&'~1/n!uEO&. ~B9!

Again, this equation is not literally true; the variational ca
culations just give the same result as if it were true. The
fore, uc2& just acts as a scalar multiple ofuEO& and so

^c2uHuc2&/^c2uc2&5^EOuHuEO&/^EOuEO&

52L~111/n! ~B10!

to first order in 1/n.
Thus, variations ina and b do not affect the energies o

the statesuc1& and uc2& at order 1/n as claimed.
e,

te

d
s

-

APPENDIX C: CALCULATION OF OVERLAPS
FOR SOLITON-ANTISOLITON STATES

In this section, we will only consider states in which th
soliton is to the left of the antisoliton~that is,ur ,s̃& for which
s.r ). The other cases are easily seen to produce analo
results. In the forthcoming calculations, we will find th
overlap of 2-site wave functions, one corresponding to
single bond and the other to a double bond, to be useful. T
is just

^ i 1i 2, i 1i 2
u j 1 j 2

, j 2 j 3&5~d j 1

i 1d j 2

i 21d j 2

i 1d j 1

i 2!~d i 1

j 2d i 2

j 31d i 2

j 2d i 1

j 3!

52~n11!d j 1

j 3. ~C1!

This result can obviously be extended to longer chains:

^ i 1i 2, i 1i 2
. . . i x22i x21, i x22i x21

u j 1 j 2
, j 2 j 3 . . . j x22 j x21

, j x21 j x&

5@2~n11!#~x21!/2d j 1

j x, ~C2!

where we note that in the above,x must be odd.
Let us first calculate the overlap̂r ,s̃ut,ũ& when t,u<r

,s. We label indices as in Fig. 13. We definex85u2t,
x5s2r and d5r 2u11. From Eq.~C2!, the overlap for
sitest11 throughu21 is

@2~n11!#~x821!/2d i t

i u. ~C3!

Similarly, the overlap for sitesr 11 throughs21 is

@2~n11!#~x21!/2d j s

j r. ~C4!

From Appendix A we know that the overlap for sitesu
throughr,

@„~n11!d21…/n#d i u

j ud j r

i r 1d j r

j ud i u

i r ~C5!

and the overlap for sitess throught ~periodic boundary con-
ditions! is

@„~n11!L2d2x2x81221…/n#d i s

j sd j t

i t1d j t

j sd i s

i t . ~C6!

Therefore, the entire overlap is

@2~n11!#~x1x822!/2d i t

i ud j s

j r

3†„@~n11!d21#/n…d i u

j ud j r

i r 1d j r

j ud i u

i r
‡

3†„@~n11!L2d2x2x81221#/n…d i s

j sd j t

i t1d j t

j sd i s

i t
‡.

~C7!

Now, for our purposes,i r5 j t and i s5 j u since the two states
considered here are intended to be the same state either t
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FIG. 14. Site and index labeling whent,r<u,s.
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lated or acted on by our Hamiltonian~or both! and both of
these operations preserve the value of the free index. Now
order to avoid mixing with the singlet states, we also assu
i rÞ i s and j tÞ j u . Thus, after expanding and contracting i
dices, the above expression reduces to

@2~n11!#~x1x822!/2@„~n11!d21…/n

1„~n11!L2d2x2x81221…/n#. ~C8!

In the largeL and largen limits ~takingL large first as usual!,
this reduces to

2~x1x822!/2nL2d2~x1x8!/2. ~C9!

We now consider the case in whicht,r<u,s. We label
the sites and indices as in Fig. 14. We definex85u2t,
x5s2r and d5u2r 21. Routine calculations similar to
those above demonstrate that the overlap is equal to

@2~n11!#~x1x822!/22dd i t

i rd j s

j u@2n~n11!#d/2

3†„@~n11!L2x2x81d1221#/n…d i s

j sd j t

i t1d j t

j sd i s

i t
‡.

~C10!

Using the same conditions on the indices as above, the o
lap reduces to

@2~n11!#~x1x822!/22d@2n~n11!#d/2

3@„~n11!L2x2x81d1221…/n#. ~C11!

In the largeL and largen limits ~takingL large first as usual!,
the overlap reduces to

2~x1x82d22!/2nL1d2~x1x8!/2. ~C12!

Lastly, we must consider the case wheret,r<s,u. We
label the indices as in Fig. 15.
in
e

er-

We definex85u2t, x5s2r andd5u2s. Routine cal-
culations similar to those shown above demonstrate that
overlap is equal to

@2~n11!#~x82x!/2d i t

i rd i s

i u@2n~n11!#~x21!/2

3†„@~n11!L2x821#/n…d i u

j ud j t

i t1d j t

j ud i u

i t
‡.

~C13!

Using the same conditions on the indices as above, this
duces to

@2~n11!#~x82x!/2@2n~n11!#~x21!/2
†„@~n11!L2x821#/n…‡.

~C14!

In the largeL and largen limits ~takingL large first as usual!,
the overlap reduces to

2~x821!/2nL1~x2x8!/221. ~C15!

Thus, we see that the overlap^r ,s̃ut,ũ& is ordernL21 if
r 5t,s5u and higher order in 1/n in every other case. Al-
though, we have only dealt with the cases in whichs.r and
u.t, it can easily be seen that the other cases yield the s
conclusion.

APPENDIX D: POSITIVITY OF c0„x…

We will now prove thatc0(x) is positive for all oddx.
Since we knowc0(x) is an even function ofx, we need only
prove the result forx>1. In order forc0 to be normalizable,
c0(x) must converge to zero. Now, by construction,c0(1)
.0. Assumec0(x).0 ;x such that 1<x<X, with x,X
odd. We will demonstrate thatc(X12).0 by contradiction.
Thus, by induction,c0(x).0 ;x odd.

Assumec(X12),0. Then, by Eq.~2.39!
FIG. 15. Site and index labeling whent,r<s,u.
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c0~X14!5@~X122ndE21!/~2A2!#c0~X12!2c0~X!

⇒c0~X14!2c0~X12!

5@~X1122A22ndE!/~2A2!#c0~X12!

2c0~X!,0

⇒c~X14!,c~X12!,0. ~D1!

Since X1122A22ndE.222A22ndE.0, c0(X
12)c0(X12),0 and c0(X).0. Now, if c0(x12)
,c0(x),0 for x>3, then
s

th
c0~x14!5@~x122ndE21!/~2A2!#c0~x12!2c0~x!

⇒c0~x14!2c0~x12!

5@~x1122A22ndE!/~2A2!#c0~x12!2c0~x!

⇒c0~x14!2c0~x12!<c0~x12!2c0~x!,0

⇒c~x14!,c~x12!,0. ~D2!

Since x1122A22ndE.422A22ndE.2A2. Thus, by
induction, c0(x)<c0(X12),0 ;x>X12 which contra-
dicts the fact thatc0(x)→0 asx→`. Therefore, we must
have thatc0(X12).0 which completes our initial induc
tion and soc0(x).0 for all x. Here we have used the nu
merically determined value ofndE'23.747. Higher energy
eigenfunctions will not be positive.
i-
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